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A STUDY OF THE INDIAN MACHINE-TOOL INDUSTRY 
S. M. ,M, „„*,„ „„„„_ Hlmémm „^ Tttb Lt  ^^ ^ 

INTRODUCTION 

The Indian machine-tool industry, which in status and 
sophistication is second only to Japan among the ECAFE 
countn«, has a big gap ,o bridge towards" self-reliance 
de pite its progress during the past decade 

SUS £M tC
|;

mP0rt °f mathine ,ools **•nted for IUS 8á.64 million m spue of the foreign exchange 
situation; domestic production was $55.59 million 

Almost all the teething troubles have been solved but 
the problems of attaining maturity are still many  Some 

ave       rfKhe7dUS,ry' P^'aHy «he aspects w ,ch 
ha e contributed to its rapid success in the initial period 

ft   f rXCr°H hC.main Pr0blCmS WhÌCh at Pfesent Wnder its further development, will perhaps prove useful to 
other developing countries in the ECAEE region. 

PAST PERFORMANCI 

General survey 

o/the ni,Ì?ropMedJ0 deal here Wilh the whde history ot the Indian machine-tool industry.   Nevertheless   a 
bnef description of its performance for the last decade 
may illumine certain salient features contributing to the 

then primarily of !ow-pr,ced machine tools mean« for 
repair workshops, training institutes etc 

Essentially, ,he requirements Of lhe engineering 
industry were met through imports. Out of K2 
machine-tool demand of about $42 million dunng ,9 
1955. imports accounted for almost $36 milium as against 
domestic production of hardly 1630.000. However h 
position of «he industry changed for the be.ter during he 
Second and Third Five-Year Plans as can be se7n Ï 

The industry, as is clear from the statistics, has shown 

? £aP5"A" accelerated 8«>w«h. f rom a production 
Ïi   ¿ V2-2! m,ll,0n m ,956' ,he •W ihot up «" 
hen Sí'r dUr

t'"
g l%5' mu,l'P|>'"« hv «""«.t «wen, - 

t»5¿ , t iy       ; ,he t*"*»** '"domestic production 
o the total requirement rose from 11 44 per cent in 195o 
o 38.54 per cent dunng 1965. The capital investment in 

the industry   which stood at hardly $2 million m 19* 
increased to $77 million in 1965. ' 

Investment in industries 
Investment in the industrial sector, which during the 

First hve-Year Plan was $650 million, rose to $2,900 

Table I 
INDIGFNOLS PRODt CT.ON AND .MPORTS OF MAC HIN F „»LS-  1956 TO l%5 

Second Wan 
1956 
19J7 
1938 
1939 
I960 

Third fUn 
1961 
1962 
1963 
1964 
1965 

Tomi 
requirements 

19.85 
33.68 
37.44 
43.03 
56.27 

66.25 
76.53 
98.44 

147.53 
144.23 

. , Domestic 
Impurità prodmtion 
(in millions „f is dollars) 

err lem imported   Per ceni d,mestk t„ 
n'total requirement    total retirement 

17.85 
30.75 
30.28 
34.29 
43.96 

50.86 
54.69 
66.16 
97.77 
88.64 

rapid progress of the industry. Having built the infra- 
structure solidly, the industry is now well poised ,o take 

-pniStätior
ardS ,peci-,ati^ Versification and 

During the First  Five Year Plan (1951-1955),  the 

wi^LTdT rt0°' ,ndUStry Ven,y was iH its '«fancy! 
TccÌntt   ? 5*5 mrr Un'tS ******* machines o 
accepted standards of accuracy. The manufacture was 

2.27 88.56 11.44 
4.93 86.18 13.8? 
7.16 80.88 19.12 
8.74 79.69 20.31 

12.31 78.12 21.88 

15.39 76.77 23.23 
21.84 71.46 28.54 
32.28 67.21 32.79 
49.77 66.26 33.74 
Î5.59 61.46 38.54 
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million and $5,000 million during the Second and Third 
Hve-Year Plans respectively. A detailed study of the 
capital base of the organized industry and commerce in 
India indicates that if the targets are realized by the end 
of the Fourth Plan M 970-71), the public sector (Govern- 
ment-owned) and the private sector will contribute in- 
vestments in the order of $12,000 million and $12 300 
respectively in industry and commerce The total inmt- 
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ment (equity and long-term loans) in sixty-six major 
industrial undertakings, by the Government alone, stood 
at about $4,300 million at theendof 1964 65. Out of these 
investments, the total of the sixty-six public sector 
undertakings stood at $3,%3 million distributed broadly 

as: 

Table 2 

Land  
Building  
Plant and machinery 
Other miscellaneous assets  
Capital work in progress  

Total 

\ aim- in nulluni* 
Ol I   S dollars 

55.65 
508.62 

2,015.79 
443.52 
939.54 

3,963.12 

1.4 
12.8 
50.9 
11.2 
23.7 

l(X).0 

It can be seen that the Government's investment in 
plant and machinery of the magnitude of $2,015.79 
million, the major part of which was committed during 
the past ten years (1955 to 1964) in these major industrial 
undertakings in the public sector ahme, has undoubtedly 
given tremendous impetus to the machine-tool industry 

in India. 
Another significant contribution to the Indian machine- 

tool industry has been that of the Hindustan Machine 
Tools Ltd. (HMT). Bangalore, a Government under- 
taking engaged in manufacturing several varieties ol 
modern medium-heavy precision machine tools. Table 3 
shows that 42.38 per cent of the total 1965 domestic 
production of machine tools was by MMT. 

foreign collaboration and dornest it designs 

The industry, in a span of hardly ten years, has been 
able to diversify its production and to produce a wide- 
range oï machine tools of modem designs. Besides the 
general purpose machine tools such as lathe varieties. 
there recently have been introduced turrets and capstans. 
shapcrs. radial and pillar drills, milling machines of 
various types and sizes, grinding machines (universal, 
cylindrical and surface), tool and cutter grinders, and 
new designs in single spindle automatics, vertical turret 
lathes, gear shapcrs and heavy-duty planing machines. 
and all-electric milling machines. 

In the course ot the next year ortwu. newly designed 
gear hobhers. high production copying lathes, automatic- 
lathes, multispindle automatics, and drum turrets arc- 
planned for domestic production. In fact, a stage has 
now been reached when most of the general purpose 
machine tools are being manufactured in the country. 

The most significant feature in recent years has been 
the commencement of manufacture of special purpose 
machine tools, transfer lines and similar machines by 
HMT. Thus, a trend to the manufacture of more sophis- 
ticated types of machine tools of higher productivity 
and suitable for mass-production industries such as auto- 
mobiles, scooters, tractors, bicycles, electric motors and 
pumps, has st-t in. 

This has been possible mainly because of the industry 
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policy to enter into agreements for designs and technical 
co-operation with well-known foreign firms. The Govern- 
ment, which in fact initiated such an arrangement through 
HMT, set the rapid pace for development which, but for 
this policy, would have suffered seriously. 

One of the mam reasons for the outstanding success 
of HMT has been its ability to diversify its range of 
products quickly. This has been possible on account of 
the firm's cooperation with almost all the highly indus- 
trialized countries in the world for securing designs, 
manufacturing rights and technical know-how and has 
been one of the significant factors contributing to the 
rapid growth of the Indian machine-tool industry. From 
1955 until May 1966, as many as 105 agreements were 
made with ninetv firms from almost all industrialized 
countries for the licensed manufacture of various machine 

tools 

Table J 

DOMESTIC PRODI CI ION CM MAC HINK TOOLS AND PERCEN- 

TAGI   Ol   HMT'S  PRODI «HON    IO   IOTAL   DOMESTIC  PRO- 
DI ( TION 1956-1965 
¡In nulli »i- "I (   S ,/,.//,wO 

'• 
Titilli Ver <enl UM 1 prntlmlinn 

Xmr i/nmr'Wii IIMIS in Intal Jiimeslii 
proitiit unti 

1956 2.27 0.65 28.46 

1957 4.93 2.51 51.00 

1958 7.16 3.72 51.98 

1959 8.74 4.13 47.20 

I960 12.31 6.53 53.06 

1961 15.39 8.94 58.08 

1962 21.84 11.64 53.27 

1963 32.28 18.25 56.54 

1964 49.77 19.67 39.52 

1965 55.59 23.56 42.38 

In this process of world-wide collaboration for securing 
designs and technical know-how. the Indian machine-tool 
industry has certainly benefited greatly in developing its 
own design talents. Although today it cannot be said of 
the industry that it has reached an advanced stage in 
evolving original designs of machine  tools  of highly 
sophisticated types and of heavy- and extra heavy-duty 
machines it has, without doubt, proved that a nucleus of 
design  talent   has  been created in   the country.  The 
industry is to some extent now capable of evolving its 
own designs of general purpose machine tools. In fact, 
more advanced types of designs have also been attempted 
and  produced successfully:  for example, pre-selection 
headstock centre and turret lathes and all-electric milling 
machines. 

Government assistante to the industry 

One other factor which has accelerated the growth of 
the Indian machine-tool industry is the assistance it has 
enjoyed at the hands of the Government. In the economic 
planning of the country since independence, the machine- 
tool industry has been given a high priority, particularly 
in the Second and Third Plan periods, as the main plank 
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on which the modern industrialization is built India 
committed itself to rapid industrialization and develop- 
ment ol key and heavy engineering industries and its 
machine-tool industry therefore had to be encouraged by 
the Government. 

Although there are no special concessions given lo the 
Indian machine-tool industry in direct and indirect taxes 
or monetarily, the industry does enjoy a higher priority 
and consideration in the Government's planning indus- 
trial licensing, allocation of scarce foreign exchange and 
issuance ol import licences. 

Protected market 

Chronic  and  acute  shortages of  foreign   exchange 
appear to be the main reason  for the Government's 
restrictive policy on imports of machine tools. There is 
a positive support and incentive given to the domestic 
machine-tool industry through the Government policy 
of banning imports of certain types of machine tool's 
which are being produced in sufficient numbers in the 
country. Thus, whether it is the paucity of foreign ex- 
change or the intentional policy of the Government to 
ban the import of certain types of machine tools, both 
these factors account for the creation of almost a pro- 
tected market. Although in many ways it is not a healthy 
feature lor the industry to enjoy the nrefercntial and non- 
competitive   position   continuously,   the   situation  has 
helped the industry to establish itself lirmly. The industry 
has not been resting idly on this protective cushion but 
has been making efforts to diversify its products to satisfy 
the growing needs of the nation's engineering industry 
tor different types of machine tools. There are also many 
machine-tool   producing units   in the country   with an 
overlapping programme of production, thus generating 
to some extent, a spirit o( competition for improving 
quality, designs, performance standards and deliveries 
and keeping check on the spiralling prices of machine 
tools,  which has become the alarming feature of the 
Indian industry and trade today. 

DFMAND KlRFCASr 

General survey 

In spite of the fiscal year 1965 66 being a very depres- 
sing period for the Indian machine-tool industry it is 
considered only a temporary recession. Demand for 
machine tools should improve considerably during the 
Fourth Five-Year Plan. If this forecast does come true 
the machine-tool industry will once again face the protv 
lem of gearing itself to the rising demands which the 
industry has never been able to meet in the past. Even in 
the lean year of 1965-66, imports of machine tools were 
61.46 per cent of the total requirements. Close examina- 
tion of the imports and production statistics for the past 
ten years (see table 1) clearly indicates the inability of 
the industry to catch up with the demand and although 
the percentage of imports to the total requirements has 
slowly and giadually been decreasing, imports have been 
consistently going up from year to year. 
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Report of the Harking Group on Machine Tools 

Forecasts of demand for machine tools during the 
Fourth Five-Year Plan (1966 1970) have been attempted 
by two agencies and although their findings vary and are 
even disputed by other experts, all are unanimous on 
one point: demand for machine tools during the fourth 
Hve-Year Plan is bound to outstrip national production 
The report of the Working (¡roup on Machine Tools 
(Group VI). appointed by the Government, estimates 
the demand for the graded machine tools by number of 
""eoi1, l73-(XX) for fh'P-rcmoving types valued roughly 
at S942.9 million and other metalworking machinery at 
1235.2 million lor the fourth Plan. Details of the 
estimated demand for machine tools of chip-removing 
types from year to year are shown in table 4. 

Table 4 

ESTIMATI OL   MA(HI\f   TOOLS 1 ( >R  1966-70 
( Ivrruu'f ,1111111,,I in, ren\e   / 1      ) 

,,w ä: 
/"•K.'lïl 

1 ,ilue {tri nulli,>n\ 
"1 1  S.AI/A/M) 

1966 
1967 
1968 
1969 
1970 

26,700 
30,200 
34,100 
38,500 
43,500 

4,366 
4,W)>. 
5,284 
^.811 
6,392 

115.5 
147.0 
1X0.6 
222.6 
277.2 

Total 173,000 942.9 

The Working Group further estimated that the machine- 
IOO! industry's capacity and production would reach a 
level of only X5 per cent and 75 percent, respectively, of 
the total demand which, based on performance in the past, 
is certainly an ambitious target. I able 5 shows the tar- 
gets of capacity and production in 1970 for machine 
tools and other metalworking machinery, sci by the 
Working Group. 

Table 5 

TARCüTS 1970 

 (up» H r I'nnlui l um 
,,rms numbrr    mine {m milium    number   mlue lin miliums 

ni uniti     nj l S Julian)      of unlit    ¡>l li S Jnllari) 

Machine tools for 
domestic consump- 
tion  37,000 237.3      32,600 207.9 

Machine   tools   for 
«P°rt  1,500 8.4 

Metalworking 
machinery  37.8 33^ 

Total 275.1 249.9 

Forecast by the National Council of Applied Economic 
Research 

A most comprehensive and systematic study of the 
demand for machine tools was made by the National 
Council of Applied Economic Research (NCAER), New 
Delhi.  The NCAER  has evaluated the demand for 
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machine tools based on the "end-use" method in which 
a complete inventory of the machine tools installed in 
the country during 1963 was estimated by types, cate- 
gories and sizes of the machines. It is estimated that there 
will be an additional total demand for machine tools 
valued at $1,281 million (graded, $1,215.06 million and 
ungraded, $65.94 million) and in number of units. 
526,000 machine tools (34X.499 graded and 177.501 un- 
graded) for 1964 70. 

The findings of the above two exercises vary in some 
degree (Working (¡roup's estimate for fourth Plan 
Period: JI.I7X.I0 million and rale of demand by 1970, 
J346.50 million a year; NCAER'S estimate: total 
demand for 1964 to 1970. SI.281 million and rate of 
demand by 1970, $258.30 million a year). But the fact 
remains that in view of the industry's inability to meet 
the demands for machine tools, large-scale imports will 
have to continue. 

MlASURFS  1(1 HKIIXit   IMF <.AP 

General survey 

India still has to depend upon heavy imports to meet 
the gap in the domestic supply of machine tools. Though 
the ratio of internal production of machine tools to im- 
ports has gone up from 13 per cent in 1956 to over 62 
per cent in 1965, the value of imports in absolute terms 
has increased from JI7.58 million to $88.64 million over 
the same period. The heavy imports year after year made 
constant inroads into the foreign exchange reserves of 
the countiy. 

The revised Fourth Plan Memorandum laid down a 
capacity of $231 million and a production target of $210 
million to be achieved by 1970-71, the last year of the 
Fourth Plan, for the organized sector of the machine- 
tool industry as against the Third Plan's capacity and 
production targets of $78.96 million and J63 million, 
respectively. Even if it is assumed that the Fourth Plan 
targets would be met at the production level of J231 
million a year by 1970-71, requirements for machine 
tools in the same year are estimated at J294 to J3I5 
million, resulting in a shortfall of J84 to $105 million 
worth of machine tools a year which will have to be 
met through imports, according to both the Working 
Group and the NCAER. 

It is not necessary for any country to plan for 100 per 
cent self-sufficiency in machine tools. This is not practical 
or feasible as there are so many types, sizes and designs. 
But following are some of the recommendations for the 
industry's continued growth towards self-reliance. 

Export 

In any highly industrialized country, the imports of 
machine tools, even with a high degree of self-sufficiency, 
are still about 20 to 30 per tent of the total requirements. 
But this is more than compensated by exports. In India, 
however, until very recently, there were no tangible 
exports of machine tools. Also, no serious attempts 
seemed to have been made both by the industry and the 
Government in this respect, perhaps because of their 
concentration    on   encouraging   national   production. 

Table 6 shows the export of machine tools during the 
Third Five-Year Plan. 

Table 6 

MACHINE-TOOL EXPORTS FROM INDIA 

(ImtutfinK mi>1al*orkmii machinery) 

1 alue in US 
Year Jattars 

l%l 162,889 
1962 223,618 
1963 199,677 
1964 248,849 
1965 291,338 

As can be seen from the table, attention seems to have 
been paid recently to this vital aspect and an export 
target of $21 million a year within the next five to seven 
years was set by the Board of Trade at a meeting in New 
Delhi on 30 April 1966. The importance of exports, 
apart from maintaining equilibrium in trade balances 
among countries, has a special significance in the case of 
non-traditional items such as machine tools. When the 
products of one country are exposed to the world 
market, there are many indirect gains for the industry. 
For one, the product, to be competitive, necessarily calls 
for better quality, efficient manufacture and superior 
design. The Indian machine-tool industry, to keep pace 
with the advanced countries, must expose itself to the 
world market to remain progressive, aggressive, cost 
conscious, quality conscious and price conscious. 

Though exports of Indian machine tools to the highly 
industrialized West may sound like "carrying coals to 
Newcastle", closer examination has, however, disproved 
this myth and market surveys carried out by some promi- 
nent Indian manufacturers do hold promising prospects 
for the future. It is therefore necessary that every effort 
is made by the Indian machine-tool industry to export a 
portion of its products abroad continuously. 

Need for diversification 

In view of the severe restrictions imposed by the 
Government in issuing import licences, sometimes custo- 
mers have had to accept not, ideally, what was needed for 
a particular operation or process, but what was available 
in the country. This position has been changing and the 
recession in the machine-tool market has, in a way, been 
a blessing in disguise for the customer in that he could 
advantageously dictate his requirements to some extent 
and select his machine tools. In order not to lose the 
customer, the manufacturer must now give him the 
machine he needs with accessories and tooling on a 
competitive basis. If there is no demand for a particular 
machine tool, the manufacturer should have a sufficient 
flexibility to switch to the other types which are in greater 
demand. 

It is in such circumstances that the ability of the manu- 
facturer to diversify the production programme pays a 
dividend. One who can without much delay meet the 
diversified needs of a customer will eventually succeed, 
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States as against 16.5 per cent in India, can be explained 
by the fact that production of durable consumer goods, 
the components of most of which are formed, is more 
pronounced in these countries. 

The production of metal-forming machines in India is 
far from satisfactory and. compared to industrialized 
countries abroad, is very poor. Modern heavy-duty 
presses of capacities varying from 100 to 5,000 tons for 
the automobile, shipbuilding, aircraft, refrigeration 
equipment and domestic appliances industries are not 
yet made in the country and all have to be imported. 
The need for early development of this vital wing of the 
metalworking industry is great in India. Somehow, pro- 
gress in this vital branch of the metalworking industry 
in India has been very slow and a few of the items, mostly 
presses, press brakes, forging machines and shearing 
machines which are produced in the country today, can- 
not be termed as very modern. Hence, not only is it 
necessary to improve the design and quality of metal- 
forming machines currently produced in the country, but 
there is equally an urgent need to diversify the production 
of these machines in the country to include the other 
essential types of metal-forming machine tools. 

Machine-tool research 
If the Indian machine-tool makers are to meet the 

 __ _   _ S. M. Patii 

growing needs of the domestic manufacturing industry, 
they will have to concentrate on the applied research in 
production technology and development of machine-tool 
designs. This is evident from the rapid and spectacular 
progress that has been achieved by all the European 
countries, the United States and the USSR in all indus- 
trial fields and especially in machine tools. Unlike the 
USSR, Czechoslovakia, Poland and the German Demo- 
cratic Republic, where research is concentrated in the 
Government-operated and financed agencies, the Conti- 
nental and United States programmes rely to a large 
extent on the contribution of the private builders made 
directly or through their national associations. Similar 
initiative should come forth from the Indian Machine- 
Tool Manufacturers' Association. 

The Government of India, with the assistance provided 
by the Czechoslovakian Government, has set up a machine- 
tool research institute, the Central Machine-Tool Insti- 
tute, in Bangalore. Many more machine-tool research 
institutes are needed in the country and it should not be 
for ihe Government alone to take initiative in these 
matters. It should be more in the interest of the machine- 
tool builders themselves not only to take active part in 
such sponsored ventures but substantially to guide and 
finance the work towards progressive modernization of 
the industry. 
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